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Wed, 02/28/2018 - 13:42
EuroTec Canada (EuroTec) and EuroTec
Vertical Flight Solutions, Kansas, US, have
recently been awarded a Garmin
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means customers can turn to EuroTec for an expanded suite of turn-key aviation

Dealership. This partnership

solutions. "Access to Garmin's leading aviation products means we are able to provide our customers the very
solutions,"
best in avionics
stated EuroTec founder and President Chad Decker. "Garmin absolutely
capabilities."
compliments our longstanding completion and retrofit
With most rotorcraft

OEM's choosing the Garmin platforms, this dealership enhances EuroTec's ability to offer

clients a true, complete Garmin system for their overall avlonics suite. "The dealership also provides the ability
to reduce overall cost to our end users thanks to providing incentive discounts on multi-system
"
added EuroTec Canada VP, Hoss Golanbari.
and completions

installations

"The team at EuroTec continues its commitment to helping aircraft owners achieve operational excellence, in a
"
cost-effective manner said Decker. "This partnering with leaders in the aviation industry allows us to meet
industry."
that goal for our valued customers. We welcome the opportunity to better serve the helicopter
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of EAA's neonatal

European Air Ambulance
announced

service

aeromedical

(EAA), which provides worldwide

medical repatriation

--

services, has

Surrey

that it is now to have a certified neonatal crew on standby on the duty...
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Bell completes
A collaboration

in China
AMR training
between Bell Helicopter, shaanxi Helicopter Co. Ltd. (SHC) and shaanxi
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Provincial People's Hospital had more than 50 personnel successfully complete an air...
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New South Wales (NSW) Rural Fire 5ervice (RFS) and Canada-based

Aviation have secured a deal that will see the NSW Government
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